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What the body can do to survive is much faster than
thought.
Was tun wenn einem die Welt in Stücke geht? Der
experimentelle Dokumentarfilm „What the body can do
to survive is much faster than thought“ nähert sich
dieser Frage aus zwei Richtungen: Zum einen erkundet der Film die Auswirkungen des Anthropozän
auf Lebensräume, Lebewesen und -strukturen. Entlang der Topografie des desolaten Schauplatzes des
Films, einer aufgelassenen Tennisanlage in Ternberg
im Ennstal, verhärtet sich zur Gewissheit, was sich
längst schon als dunkle Vorahnung in unser Bewusstsein eingenistet hat: der Mensch kann nicht überleben, wenn er auf allem herumtrampelt. Zum anderen
formuliert der Film die Antwort auf die Frage „Was
tun wenn einem die Welt in Stücke geht?“ indem er
den menschlichen Körper – die körperlichen Erkundungen der Performerin – vor dieser Kulisse in den
Fokus nimmt. Die Kamera folgt den Bewegungsimpulsen
und setzt sie in Beziehung zur Landschaft als Ruine
des Kapitalismus. Ist die Performerin Störung oder
Teil dieses post- anthropozentrischen Ökosystems?
Die Performerin könnte Protagonistin einer „future
history“ dieser post-anthropozentrischen Szenerie
sein. Die Physis der Tänzerin wirkt in der Szenerie des Verlassenen entrückt. Die körperliche Präsenz bricht mit der Beschaffenheit des Schauplatzes
und stellt ihr krasses Gegenteil dar. Der Film setzt
sich bewusst mit dem Bild des „Endes der Welt“ auseinander und widersetzt sich radikal seiner dystopischen Anmutung.
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Metamorph, Photo Series, Diploma (since 2018)
The ongoing work uses typology to thematize practices
of masquerade and make-up, analogies of skin and coverage, performance and cultural practice.
Portrait of Miru, Romanian Artist, 2019
Portait of Bernhard, Musician, 2021
Orte des Ortlosen, Photo Series, ongoing, since 2008

Ekki for SQRL Art Jewellery, 2018
Zerreißprobe III, paper banner, performance, 2021
The starting point for „Zerreißproben“ (since 2019)
is a statement by the film director Douglas Sirk, in
which he describes the face of the actress Zarah
Leander as stretchable. What began as a technical exploration of the violent potential of film images has
developed into a performance with which I, myself,
would like to overcome the perception and attributions of others.
Spectre, 3 Channel installation, 2020

Marina for SQRL Art Jewellery, 2019
Sinuskurve, silver gelatine print, 2021
Every landscape is haunted by the ghosts of
the anthropocene.
Sara Lanner, Material Study No. 3, 2020

Leni Plöchl, Da war ich nicht mehr
da, digital mask play, WerkX Petersplatz 2022
Barbara Maria Neu, Stalltänze, performance & documentary, 2020
Theater.nuu, BUH, WUK Wien, 2022
Maybe I manifested it, Sophie Stadler, Yul Kuh, Laura Ettel,
installation at Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, 2020

Tights, Video performance & fine art print, with Helen Lanwehr, 2018
Five tableaux vivants based on famous portraits from art history are
recreated in a film studio. Supported by a female film team, the director takes on the role of the portrayed, appropriates the images
and reinterprets them. The act of dressing and changing, of self-positioning and being positioned, as well as that of arranging, is
recontextualized by the female re-enactment. A necklace is tied, a
sleeve is plucked, a foot is moved into position. Resting her arm
on her hip, the sitter and at the same time the portrayer directs
her calm gaze towards the camera. She is a painter and model, is an
observer of her own gaze and knows about those from outside. A film
about tights, tulle and the process of transformation.

Agnes Karrasch, She Chef, for VKÖ, 2019
A Number of Small Things, Exhibition View, fine
art prints, 2021
Joolz for SQRL Art, 2018

BOYS, documentary web series, ZDF, 2021
What does „being a man“ mean nowadays? In
the documentary series, 30 young men talk
honestly and surprisingly about their understanding of their role in 2021. With
politician Kevin Kühnert and rapper Kelvyn
Colt.

ROSA, fiction film, director: Wolf-Maximilian Liebich, approx. 40 min, funded by the
federal ministry, in finalisation
After the suicide of her parents, the young
student Rosa returns home from abroad. In
the silent halls of the old house, Rosa
seeks contact with herself, the memories
and the legacy of her parents. The longer
she is in her former home, the more the
house comes to life as a reflection of her
fears. Rosa becomes a foreign body in the
rooms she used to be so familiar with.

Portrayed by, documentary, director: Helen Lanwehr,
funded by the federal ministry, in finalization
In portrayed by, the self-portrait can be observed
as an activist strategy. The film follows six different net activists in their process of self-portrayal.

Orte des Ortlosen, Photo Series, ongoing, since 2008
Ekki for SQRL Art, 2018

Peripherie, photo series 2012
Documentation of the renovation of
Medien Kultur Haus Wels, 2011
Vulnerability & Resistance, photo series, 2021
Lichtpause, experimental film, 20 sec, 2022
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photographic phenomena in the arts and the implications for archiving in the digital age. Laura is
prone to collaborative and collective working environments, as a cinematographer she has been pairing with filmmakers and performers in the intersection of film, performance and fine art. As an artist
she engages in working with archival and found footage emerging into transmedial explorations in the
framework of representational critique from a feminist perspective. In her photographic practice she
explores physical manifestations of light and body
in time and space and the performative potential of
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